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Satire News

Michael Quinn, 
Nintendo Will to Power Correspondent

I wish to dispel an abhorrent falla-
cy touted by my so-called intellectual 
"peers"; that Waluigi represents the to-
tally denigrated individual in a postmod-
ern age. That, as a reflective copy of Lui-
gi, who is himself the inferior mimesis of 
Mario, the "original individual," Waluigi 
is the heir of a fractured and disenfran-
chised identity, a concept we can relate 
to in our landscape of cultural starvation 
and auto-cannibalism. 

By this thesis we, like Waluigi, are 
desperate attempts at self-configured 
identity, cursed to have nothing to name 
ourselves by but the ruins of cultural arti-
facts that themselves have been in a state 

of compulsory regurgitation for decades.
It tempts us to keel over and die under 

the weight of our culture's carcass, simply 
because eating our way through it is the 
only other option. Mario lacks the gall to 
walk over corpses. Waluigi will carry us 
through.

My antithesis is built on a single linch-
pin: that Luigi is, unflinchingly, superior 
to Mario.  The modern evolution. Hard-
er, better, faster, stronger. Luigi is the 
unsung heroic foil to Mario's archetypal 
"man against the world" complex. Mario 
seeks to be a sourceless identity, but he is 
the most vapidly lauded "main character" 
there can be; nothing but the filled shoes 
of a tired protagonist role. Luigi on the 
other hand needs no illusion of a central 
role in his universe to have fulfillment. he 
quietly excels and derives deep joy from 
the passions of tennis, karting, and gener-
al exploration of himself and his world, for 
no purpose but the experience itself. Lui-
gi is the one whose inner universe makes 
sense in a post-madness age, while Mario 
clings to the dead story of being a slayer of 
dragons; a savior of princesses. The new 
world has no dragons, and nothing worth 
saving. Luigi understands this. 

Luigi's alter-ego in Super Paper Ma-
rio, a villain named Mr. L, is his triumph 
over morality. Luigi stands unbowing to 
the illusion of right and wrong imposed 
by whichever war-criminals of the centu-
ry decided to define justice. While Mario 
enslaves himself to the order of law, Lui-
gi practices anarchy of the *soul*. Luigi 
destroys his identity and reconstructs 
himself untethered by "good" and "evil.” 

Why? Because he is capable of liberating 
and re-engineering his Id through his 
will, against society and state, to define 
a meaningful existence in a world where 
none exists. He walks a territory of indi-
vidualist nihilism where Mario fears to 
tread. Luigi is a Randian hero in the like-
ness of Howard Roark, while Mario is Gale 
Wynand.

Luigi's labyrinthian exorcism of his 
Haunted Mansion, a mansion which en-
snared Mario, is a metaphor for his ulti-
mate triumph against the age of reason 
and romanticism, the age of antiquity. 
Luigi walked through the mansion of the 
past, the reliquary of man's pathetic ego 
that he built to himself: history, and was 
reborn on the other side. Mario is Ozy-
mandias. Luigi is the Poet.

And Waluigi? He is Luigi's Id in total 
abandonment of the vestiges of Luigi's 
form and antiquated origin. Obscured and 
sharpened! Reborn to himself. Re-mixed 
as if from an alternate universe of the sub-
conscious. Un-enslaved by even his own 
sense of *self*-history. Waluigi is the one 
whose existence is sane in the new age. A 
rebirth of a rebirth of a corpse. He is the 
Ubermensch. 

To those who hold their dying messiah 
of classicism, Mario, up to the cold neon 
light of modernity, praying that he will 
turn it into a benevolent sun, I say this: 

No gods. No kings. Only WAH.

Classicists: Free

Nietzscheans: $3

Waluigi: Man as His Own God

Content-free since ‘93!
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Kevin Thies, 
Secret...Aaaaagent Man

What is “readme”? 
That’s the question I’ve been asking 

myself more and more lately. It only 
first occurred to me as I stood in front 
of the barren kiosk, the usual perch of 
the weekly readme. Where do they come 
from? Are they sustainably sourced from 
a room of students, the input being food 
and coffee, and the final product being 
these documents scattered around cam-
pus? 

I’ve been asked many a time to write 
for readme, since they’re constantly 

looking for funny writers, non-funny 
writers, photomanipulation artists, and 

freshmen, and I finally decided to 
jump in and see just where readme gets 
its content. Writing for readme would 
allow me to go undercover and see just 
where it comes from.

However, this proved more difficult 
than I had originally anticipated. First 
of all, I had to find something to write. 
Afterwards, I would have to use the pre-
tense of writing for readme to get into 
one of the meetings. I hesitantly decided 
the 4:30 meeting on the 27th would do 
for my infiltration. After those two steps, 
I’d be in the home stretch.

Now, the question turned to finding 
an appropriate subject to write about. 
After all, I would need to write for re-
adme to successfully infiltrate their 
system. However, I figured the writing 
could come later. It was then that I real-
ized that there was another, more subtle, 
question to address. How? How does one 
write for readme?

Having gotten used to keeping an eye 
out for the latest readme before entering 
Schatz, I began flipping through the pag-
es while pretending to not be alone so as 
to not draw too much attention to myself. 
I knew readme was typically filled with 
funny content and witty commentary. 

However, I myself wasn’t graced with 
good writing or a particularly strong 
sense of literary humor, so I felt that was 
out of the question. I realized then that 
what readme was looking for wasn’t dy-
ing memes or political commentary, but 
another meta article. People love meta, 
even if it isn’t particularly funny. The 
stage was set. All I needed to do was wait 
for the meeting and set the plan in action.

Fast forward a few days. I successful-
ly got into the readme offices. The staff 
there thought I’d be writing an article, 
and didn’t suspect a thing as I jotted 
down notes, keeping track of the small 
details and topics, especially when they 
started making waffles. These had to be 
what they sustained themselves with, 
the input to the system that creates re-
adme. I asked Janine, a “fellow compa-
triot,” if the waffles, and by extension 
readme, were sustainably sourced. Her 
answer, and the very thing my search 
had been for all along, was no. There it 
was. readme is not sustainably sourced, 
and was fueled by waffles, not coffee. My 
quest being over, I inconspicuously hung 
around for another hour before being 
one of the last ones out.

Nobody suspects a thing.
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Day 7: They Still Do Not Realize I Am 
Not a Readme

More Accurate Names for CMU Classes
Mark Saporta,
Most Reliable Source of CMU Knowledge

Interp: High School English Redux
Global Histories: Five Books You   

     Don’t Have to Read and Three Essays
Intro to Philosophy: Freshman         

     Self-Righteousness Seminar
Elementary Japanese: Weeb Trash

Concepts: Lern 2 Pruf
Calc III: Because Double Integration                      

     Wasn't Tedious Enough

DPAPI: Literally Just AP GoPo
Reason, Passion, and Cognition:    

     Four Months of Extremely Intuitive     
     Psychology

Behavioral Decision Making: The   
     Same Thing, Again

Behavioral Econ and Public Policy:  
     America Sucks! The Class

Intermediate Microeconomics:         
     WHOOPS ECON REQUIRES CALC

Intermediate Macroeconomics:   
     Have Fun With 12-Variable Equations,    
     Asshole!

Financial Crises and Risk: The 2008  
     Recession! The Class

Public Economics: Macro, but a Third  
     as Difficult

Game Theory for Economists:           
     Surprise! It's Literally Just Math 

Writing for Economists: Formatting  
     is Ninety Percent of Your Grade 

Stat 201, 202: Barely Even Worth     
     Attending 

Intro to Probability: WHOOPS            
     STATISTICS REQUIRES CALC 

Econometrics I and II:    
     Statistics, But Presented Confusingly 

15-110: CS for Future Presidents
15-112: Basically a Part-Time Job, but   

     You're Paying to Do It
15-122: Did They Invent a 
Programming Language Just for This?
15-213: Systems Hell
15-251: CS Theory Hell
15-410: 9th Circle of CS Hell
15-418: All 9 Circles of Systems Hell  

      at Once
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Mark Saporta,
Political Hellscape Correspondent

The world was rocked this week when, 
in one of his first moves as President, 
Donald “Already At Mid-Second-Term 
Levels of Disapproval” Trump signed an 
executive order shutting down America’s 
refugee program and closing its borders 
to people from several Muslim-majori-
ty countries. Despite throngs of people 
across the political spectrum coming out 
in opposition to this piece of counterpro-
ductive political showmanship, readme 
can now confirm that Trump is doubling 
down by formally changing the plaque on 
the Statue of Liberty from Emma Lazarus’ 
sonnet The New Colossus to, simply, LOL 
NOPE. 

“Reliable” sources within the Trump 
Administration have also indicated that 
the new text will not only be in 400-point 
font but will also be in bolded Impact, so as 
to “make certain the message gets across 
that, yeah, we super all the way don’t want 
you here.” According to Trump’s nascent 
Office of Management and Budget, the 
project is expected to cost $2 million, 
which when converted to Not Crazy Per-
son Money translates to a cool $15 mil, 
minimum.

Naturally, politicians of all stripes and 
people across the nation have been in-
censed by Trump’s brazen willingness to 
essentially deface a national landmark 
with particularly unclassy xenopho-
bia. Well, politicians of some stripes and 
roughly half of people across the nation, 

at least. The rest are A-OK with it. Why 
wouldn’t they be? After all, Breitbart just 
put out an article alleging that the immor-
tal words “Give me your tired, your poor, 
your huddled masses yearning to break 
free” are fake news produced by the lib-
eral media to defame our glorious leader. 
Obviously.

Among the people across this nation 
who actually are incensed, though, a he-
roic few are getting off their asses and 
doing something about it, for instance by 
writing invective thinly disguised as sat-
ire. Truly, these brave men and women 
are doing yeomen’s work out there in the 
political wilderness, taming the beasts 
of tyranny with elegant strokes of their 
blades. Well, pens. Keyboards, if we’re re-
ally being honest.

(This is me I’m talking about here, by 
the way. Can you tell? Anyway, yeah, it’s 
me. Mark Saporta. The writer of this ar-
ticle. I’m basically the best. You’re wel-
come.)

At press time, Trump had quietly issued 
four more far-reaching executive orders 
while the media desperately attempted to 
process the previous four. Welcome, my 
friends, to the Darkest Timeline.

Join
readme 

We need funny writers, non-funny writers, 
photomanipulation artists, and freshmen!

Meetings @  
4:30 pm Fridays

in UC 316
Email rin@cmu.edu

for more information

Exceedingly 
Bad Justin 
Trudeau 
Poetry

A "Just" Man
by Ben Kaplan, Canadian Idiot

With luscious locks
The CPM rocks
Heralded across his maple state

Benefactor to refugees
Whom from toil he frees
With a smile that is first rate

Oh! What a heartthrob!
Beloved by the people’s mob
Whose yearning for him he just can’t 
satiate

He does shirtless pics too
And they’re good unlike Puti-pu
Oh hot damn he is so great!

So look to the North
And know that hence forth
Justin Trudeau’s our new champion of 
fate!

Trump Signs Order Editing 
Statue of Liberty Plaque to 
“LOL NOPE”
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Goings-On The Pictures
KGB: Useless People Auction
Friday, February 3 @ 7pm
MM 103

College Democrats: Rep. Mike Doyle
Thursday, February 9 @ 7pm
WEH 5415

Improv!
Thursday, February 9 @ 8pm
WEH 5405

AB: Bubble Soccer
Friday, February 10 @ 3pm
Wiegand Gym

KGB: Board Game Night
Friday, February 10 @ 7pm
PH A18* Probably

If you would like your event here,
email the editor at rin@cmu.edu!

Moana
Friday, February 3 @ 8pm, 10:30pm
Sunday, February 5 @ 8pm

Hacksaw Ridge
Saturday, February 4 @ 8pm, 11pm

Doctor Strange
Friday, February 10 @ 10pm
Saturday, February 11 @ 10pm
Sunday, February 12 @ 8pm

      Editing and Writing Staff - 

    Emma Lazari:   Rin Fair, Mark Saporta, and Spencer Early

     The tired and poor:   Ben Kaplan, Céline Delaunay, Michael Quinn, Skye Toor, Nick Rauen, Daniel Bork, Manet Ramsey, and introducing Kevin Thies!

     What is readme?   Well it’s funny. And free. 

     Who makes it?   readme is printed by the Activities Board, sponsored by your student activities fees.

     Where do I get it?   readme is left in stacks around campus.

     How do I help?   Email rin@cmu.edu. We need writers, photoshoppers, copy staff, layout designers, and jobs. 
     And remember: ...Was there someone weird at our last meeting, or is it just me?
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Films are shown in CUC McConomy Auditorium 
presented on our 4K Digital Cinema Projector. 
Tickets are free w/CMU ID ($3 without), and are 
available 30min before each showtime outside 
McConomy.


